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Abstract— We present sufficient conditions for multicasting a
set of correlated sources over cooperative networks. We propose
joint source-Wyner-Ziv encoding/sliding-window decoding scheme,
in which each receiver considers an ordered partition of other
nodes. Subject to this scheme, we obtain a set of feasibility
constraints for each ordered partition. We consolidate the results
of different ordered partitions by utilizing a result of geometrical
approach to obtain the sufficient conditions. We observe that
these sufficient conditions are indeed necessary conditions for
Aref networks. As a consequence of the main result, we obtain an
achievable rate region for networks with multicast demands. Also,
we deduce an achievability result for two-way relay networks, in
which two nodes want to communicate over a relay network.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of reliable transmission of dis-
crete memoryless correlated sources (DMCS) over cooperative
networks in which each node can simultaneously encode a
message, relay the messages of other nodes and decode the
messages. The main goal of this paper is to find sufficient
conditions to the following problem:
Given a set of sources UA = {Uaj : aj ∈ A} observed at
nodes A = {a1, · · · , aM} ⊆ V (V = {1, · · · , N} is the set
of nodes in the network) respectively and a set of receivers
at nodes B = {b1, · · · , bK} ⊆ V which is not necessarily
disjoint from A, what conditions must be satisfied to enable
us to reliably multicast UA to all nodes in B?
In addition to this problem, we are interested in the special
case of reliable transmission of independent sources (mes-
sages) over cooperative networks with multicast demands.
In particular, we consider the problem of finding a feasible
rate region for two-way relay networks as a special case of
cooperative networks with two transmitters and two receivers
with multicast demands.
The problem of Slepian-Wolf coding over multi-user chan-
nels has been considered for some special networks. In
[1], Tuncel obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for
multicasting a source over a broadcast channel with side
information at each receiver. He proposed a joint source-
channel coding scheme that achieves operational separation
between source coding and channel coding. In [2], a necessary
and sufficient condition for multicasting a set of correlated
sources over acyclic Aref networks [3] has been derived.
Also the problem of multicasting of correlated sources over
networks was studied in network coding literature [4], [5].
Finding the achievable rate region of multi-relay networks
is one of the interesting problems in Shannon theory. Based on
Decode and Forward strategy, [6] and [7] proposed achievable
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rates for Multiple Access Relay Channel and multisource, mul-
tirelay and multidestination networks, respectively. Compress
and Forward (CF) strategy was generalized to relay networks
with one source and one destination by several authors in [8],
[9]. Also, Avestimehr, et.al in [10], [11] proposed a quantize-
map scheme for Gaussian relay networks with multicast de-
mands which achieves the cut-set bound within a constant
number of bits. Their scheme is based on Wyner-Ziv encoding
at relays and a distinguishability argument at receivers.
In this paper, we propose a joint Source-Wyner-Ziv encod-
ing/sliding window decoding scheme for Slepian-Wolf cod-
ing over cooperative networks. Our scheme results in the
operational separation between source and channel coding.
In addition, this scheme does not depend on the graph of
networks, so the result can easily be applied to any arbitrary
network (In general for multi-user networks which are char-
acterized by a conditional probability distribution, it is not
always possible to describe networks with a graph). We show
that the sufficient conditions, are also necessary conditions for
the Slepian-Wolf coding over arbitrary Aref networks. As an
another consequence of the proposed scheme, we obtain an
achievable rate region based on CF strategy. Moreover, one
can easily check that our achievable rate for relay networks
subsumes the achievable rates
obtained for deterministic and Gaussian relay networks
in [11]. Finally, we apply the main result and prove an
achievability theorem for the two-way relay network, which
is consisted of two transmitters communicating over a relay
networks.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS
We denote discrete random variables with capital letters,
e.g., X , Y , and their realizations with lower case letters x, y.
A random variable X takes values in a set X . We use |X | to
denote the cardinality of a finite discrete set X , and pX(x)
to denote the probability density function (p.d.f.) of X on X .
For brevity we may omit the subscript X when it is obvious
from the context. We denote vectors with boldface letters, e.g.
x, y. In addition, we let X i = (X1, · · · , Xi). We use Tnǫ (X)
to denote the set of ǫ-strongly typical sequences of length n,
w.r.t. density pX(x) on X . Further, we use Tnǫ (Y |x) to denote
the set of all n-sequence y such that (x,y) are jointly typical,
w.r.t. pXY (x, y). We denote the vectors in the jth block by a
subscript [j]. For a given set S, we define XS = {Xi : i ∈ S}
and RS =
∑
i∈S Ri.
We consider the problem of reliable multicasting of
the DMCS UA to the subset B of nodes, where trans-
mission is over discrete memoryless cooperative network
p(y1, · · · , yN |x1, · · · , xN ) with input alphabet and output
alphabet Xv and Yv at each node v ∈ V , respectively. A formal
definition of the problem is given below.
Definition 1: We say that the set of DMCS, UA can reliably
be transmitted over discrete memoryless cooperative network
to all nodes in B, if there exist positive integers (m,n) and a
sequence of encoding functions
f
(m)
v,t : U
m
v × Y
t−1
v → Xv for t = 1, · · · , n
at all nodes v ∈ V , where for non-source nodes we let Uv = ∅
and a set of decoding functions defined at each node bi;
g
(m,n)
bi
: Umbi × Y
n
bi
→ UmA
such that the probability Pr(g(m,n)bi (U
m
bi
, Y nbi ) 6= UA) vanishes
for all bi ∈ B as m,n go to infinity with mn goes to one.
III. SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we provide a summary of our main results.
The following theorem is the main result of the paper.
Theorem 1: The set of DMCS UA can reliably be transmit-
ted over cooperative network, if there exist auxiliary random
variables YˆV such that for each S ⊆ A, we have
H(US |UA\S ) < min
bi∈B\S
min
V⊇W⊇S:
bi∈W
C
[I(XW ; Ybi YˆWC\{bi}|XWC )
− I(YW ; YˆW |XVYbi YˆWC\{bi})] (1)
where the joint p.d.f. of random variables factors as
p(uA)[
∏
v∈V
p(xv)p(yˆv|xv, yv)]p(yV |xV). (2)
Proof: We sketch the proof in the next section.
Remark 1: The constraint (1) separates source coding from
channel coding in the operational separation sense [1]. The
LHS of (1) represents the rate of Slepian-Wolf coding, while
the RHS of (1) provides an achievable flow through a cut
Λ = (W ,WC) over the cooperative network.
In the rest of this section, we consider some consequences
of Theorem 1. First, assume that each channel output is a
deterministic function of all channel inputs, i.e., yv = gv(xV).
Setting Yˆv = Yv in Theorem 1, we conclude that the reliable
transmission of DMCS over deterministic network is feasible
if there exists a product distribution
∏
v p(xv) such that:
H(US |UA\S) < min
bi∈B\S
min
V⊇W⊇S:
bi∈W
C
H(YWC |XWC ) (3)
In the following lemma, we provide a converse for reliable
transmission of correlated sources over deterministic cooper-
ative network.
Lemma 1: If a set of DMCS UA can reliably be multicast
over a deterministic network, then there exists a joint p.d.f.
p(xV) such that
H(US |UA\S) < min
bi∈B\S
min
V⊇W⊇S:
bi∈W
C
H(YWC |XWC ) (4)
Proof: By Fano’s inequality, we have:
∀S ⊆ V , bi ∈ B\S :
1
m
H(UmS |U
m
A\SY
n
bi
) ≤ ǫ (5)
For each (W , bi) such that S ⊆ W ⊆ V and bi ∈ WC , we
have:
H(US |UA\S ) =
1
m
H(UmS |U
m
A\S)
=
1
m
(I(UmS ;Y
n
bi
|UmA\S) +H(U
m
S |U
m
A\SY
n
bi
))
≤
1
m
I(UmS ;Y
n
WC |U
m
A\S ) + ǫ
(a)
=
1
m
H(Y nWC |U
m
A\S ) + ǫ
(b)
=
1
m
nX
i=1
H(YWC ,i|U
m
A\SY
i−1
WC
XWC ,i) + ǫ
≤
1
m
nX
i=1
H(YWC ,i|XWC ,i) + ǫ
(c)
=
n
m
H(YWC,Q|XWC ,Q, Q) + ǫ
≤
n
m
H(YWC,Q|XWC ,Q) + ǫ
(d)
→ H(YWC |XWC ) (6)
where (a) follows because Y nWC is a function of UmA , (b)
follows from definition 1, (c) is obtained by introducing a
standard time-sharing random variable Q and (d) follows, by
allowing m,n→∞ and setting YV = YV,Q and XV = XV,Q.
Now we consider two special cases of a deterministic
network, linear deterministic finite-field network and Aref
network. For linear deterministic finite-field network, it is
shown in [11] that the product uniform distribution achieves
simultaneously the maximum of RHS of (4) for all W ⊆ V .
In Aref network, it is shown that the RHS of (4) only depends
on the marginal distributions, i.e., p(xv). Hence, lemma 1 and
(3) together imply the following theorem:
Theorem 2: A set of correlated sources can reliably be
multicast over a deterministic network, if for each S ⊆ A the
constraint (3) is satisfied. Moreover, this constraint is indeed
necessary for two classes of deterministic networks, namely
linear deterministic finite-field network and Aref network.
Now, we concentrate on finding an achievable rate region
for cooperative networks. Let Rv be the rate of message of
the node v. The next theorem gives an achievable rate region
for cooperative network.
Theorem 3: An N-tuple (R1, R2, · · · , RN ) is contained in
the achievable rate region of cooperative network with mul-
ticast demands at each node bi ∈ B, if for each S ⊆ V the
following constraint holds:
RS < min
bi∈B\S
min
V⊇W⊇S:
bi∈W
C
[
I(XW ;Ybi YˆWC\{bi}|XWC )−
I(YW ; YˆW |XVYbi YˆWC\{bi})
]+ (7)
where [x]+ = max{x, 0} and the joint p.d.f. of (xV , yV , yˆV)
factors as
∏
v∈V p(xv)p(yˆv|xv, yv)]p(yV |xV).
Proof: Let T be the largest subset of V such that the RHS
of (1) is nonnegative subject to each S ⊆ T (Note that if two
subsets T1, T2 have this property, then T1 ∪ T2 also has this
property, so such T is unique). Now let A = T in Theorem
1. Assume Uv (v ∈ A) have uniform distribution over the set
Uv and be mutually independent. Substituting Rv = H(Uv)
in Theorem 1 yields that UT can reliably be multicast, if (7)
holds. Hence (R1, · · · , RN ) is achievable (Note that Rv = 0
for each node v ∈ T C ).
Remark 2: Consider a relay network with node 1 as a
transmitter which has no channel output, i.e., Y1 = ∅, N − 2
relay nodes {2, · · · , N − 1} and node N as a destination
which has no channel input, i.e., XN = ∅. Substituting
R2 = · · · = RN = 0 in Theorem 3 gives the following
achievable rate (RCF ) for relay network.
RCF = min
S⊆V:
1∈S,N∈SC
[
I(XS ; YˆSC\{N}YN |XSC )−
I(YS ; YˆS |XVYN YˆSC\{N})
]+ (8)
It can be shown that this rate subsumes the achievable rate of
[9, Theorem 3].
Remark 3: Consider a two-way relay network with nodes
1 and N as two transmitters, each demanding the message
of the other node, and N − 2 relay nodes {2, · · · , N − 1}.
Substituting R2 = · · · = RN−1 = 0 and Yˆ1 = YˆN = ∅
in Theorem 3 gives the following achievable rate region for
two-way relay network.
k = 1, N : Rk = min
S⊆V:
k∈S,k¯∈SC
[
I(XS ; YˆSC\{k¯}Yk¯|XSC )−
I(YS\{k}; YˆS\{k}|XVYk¯YˆSC\{k¯})
]+ (9)
where 1¯ = N and N¯ = 1.
Remark 4: Suppose the channel output of relay nodes be
a function of channel inputs, i.e., ∀v ∈ V\{1, N} : yv =
gv(xV ). Set yˆv = yv in (8), we deduce that the cut-set bound is
achievable for product distribution. This is a generalization of
[11, Theorem 4.2.3] which states that cut-set bound is achiev-
able under product distribution for deterministic network.
Remark 5: In [10], [11], authors show that by quantization
at noise level, Gaussian relay network achieves the cut-set
bound within 5|V| bits. It can be shown using [11, Appendix
A.5] and quantization at the noise level that the achievable rate
of Remark 2 achieves the cut-set bound within
⌊
3
2 |V|
⌋
−1 bits.
A similar result holds for two-way Gaussian relay network.
IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We prove Theorem 1 in three steps. In subsection IV-A,
we propose a joint source-Wyner-Ziv encoding/sliding window
decoding scheme. For encoding, each node first compresses
its observation using Wyner-Ziv coding, then jointly maps its
source sequence and compressed observation to a codeword.
In the decoding part of the scheme, each receiver considers an
ordered partition of other nodes to decode jointly the sources
and the compressed observations of other nodes. We provide a
set of sufficient conditions for reliable transmission of DMCS
over cooperative networks. In subsection IV-B, by applying
a result of geometrical approach [9], we unify the results
of subsection IV-A under different ordered partitions. The
result of this section, yields Theorem 1 with an additional
set of constraints corresponding to reliable decoding of the
compressed observations of other nodes. In subsection IV-C,
we show that without loss of generality, we can neglect these
constraints. This completes the proof.
A. Joint Source-Wyner-Ziv coding/Sliding Window Decoding
We transmit m = nB length source over cooperative
network in B + 2V − 3 blocks of length n where V is the
cardinality of V .
Codebook generation at node v: Fix δ > 0 such that
|Tnǫ (Uv)| < 2
n(H(Uv)+δ)
. To each element of Tnǫ (Uv), assign
a number wv ∈ [2, 2n(H(Uv)+δ)] using a one-to-one mapping.
Moreover, we assign one to each non-typical sequence uv.
We denote the result by uv(wv). For channel coding repeat
independently the following procedure V times. We denote
the resulting kth codebook by Cv(k).
Choose 2n(H(Uv)+I(Yv;Yˆv |Xv)+2δ) codewords xv(wv, zv), each
drawn uniformly and independently from the set Tnǫ (Xv)
where zv ∈ [1, 2n(I(Yv;Yˆv |Xv)+δ)]. For Wyner-Ziv cod-
ing, for each xv(wv, zv) create 2n(H(Uv)+δ) lists Lv(w′v)
with 2n(I(Yv;Yˆv|Xv)+δ) codewords each drawn uniformly
and independently from the set Tnǫ (Yˆv|xv) where w′v ∈
[1, 2n(H(Uv)+δ)]. We denote the codewords of Lv(w′v) by
yˆv(w
′
v, z
′
v|xv) where z′v ∈ [1, 2n(I(Yv;Yˆv|Xv)+δ)].
Encoding at node v: Divide the nB-length source stream
unBv into B vectors (uv,[j] : 1 ≤ j ≤ B) where uv,[j] =
(uv,(j−1)n+1, · · · , uv,jn). We say that channel encoder re-
ceives mv = (mv,[1], · · · ,mv,[B]), if for 1 ≤ j ≤ B, uv,[j]
was assigned to mv,[j] ∈ [1, 2n(H(Uv)+δ)]. Encoding performs
in B+2V − 3 blocks where in block b, we use the codebook
Cv(b mod V ). For 1 ≤ b ≤ B + 2V − 3, define:
wv,[b] =
{
mv,[b−V+1] , V ≤ b ≤ B + V − 1
1 , otherwise
In block 1, a default codeword, xv(1, 1) is transmitted. In
block b > 1, by knowing zv,[b−1] from Wyner-Ziv coding at
the end of block b − 1 (described below), node v transmits
xv(wv,[b], zv,[b−1]).
Wyner-Ziv coding: At the end of block b, node v knows
(xv,[b−1],yv,[b−1]) and wv,[b] (note that mv is available non-
causally at node v), considers the list Lv(wv,[b]) and declares
that zv,[b−1] = zv is received if zv is the smallest index such
that (yˆv,[b−1](wv,[b], zv|xv,[b−1]),xv,[b−1],yv,[b−1]) are typi-
cal. Since Lv(wv,[b]) contains 2n(I(Yv;Yˆv |Xv)+δ) codewords,
such zv exists with high probability (See Table I which
describes encoding for network with four nodes).
Decoding at node bi: Let C(bi) = [L1, · · · ,Lℓ]
be an ordered partition of the set V−bi = V\{bi}.
We propose a sliding window decoding with respect to
C(bi). Define sv,[b] = (wv,[b], zv,[b−1]). Suppose that
(sL1,[b−1], sL2,[b−2], · · · , sLℓ,[b−ℓ]) were decoded correctly
at the end of block b − 1. The node bi, declares that
(sL1,[b], · · · , sLℓ,[b−ℓ+1]) = (sˆL1 , · · · , sˆLℓ) was sent, if for
each 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ+ 1,
if 1 ≤ b− k + 1 :
“
xLk(sˆLk), yˆLk−1(sˆLk−1 |xLk−1,[b−k+1])
,xLk,[b−k+1], yˆLk−1,[b−k+1],ybi,[b−k+1],xbi,[b−k+1]
”
∈ Tnǫ
if V ≤ b− k + 1 ≤ V +B: (uLk(wˆLk),
uLk(wLk,[b−k+1]),ubi,[b−k+1]) ∈ T
n
ǫ (10)
where Lk = ∪k−1j=1Lj , L0 = Lℓ+1 = ∅ and sLk = (wLk , zLk).
Note that at the end of block B + V + ℓ − 2, the vector mA
is decoded. Since each (uv,[j] : v ∈ A, 1 ≤ j ≤ B) is typical
with high probability, we find the source sequence unBA with
small probability of error.
TABLE I
ENCODING SCHEME FOR MULTICAST OVER NETWORK WITH V = {1, 2, 3, 4} (THE ENCODING SCHEME OF OTHER NODES IS SIMILAR)
Node Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 Block 5 Block 6 Block 7
u1(m1[1]) u1(m1[2])
1 x1(1, 1) x1(1, z1[1]) x1(1, z1[2]) x1(m1[1], z1[3]) x1(m1[2], z1[4]) x1(1, z1[5]) x1(1, z1[6])
yˆ1(1, z1[1]|x1[1]) yˆ1(1, z1[2]|x1[2]) yˆ1(m1[1], z1[3]|x1[3]) yˆ1(m1[2], z1[4]|x1[4]) yˆ1(1, z1[5]|x1[5]) yˆ1(1, z1[6]|x1[6]) yˆ1(1, z1[7]|x1[7])
u2(m2[1]) u2(m2[2])
2 x2(1, 1) x2(1, z2[1]) x2(1, z2[2]) x2(m2[1], z2[3]) x2(m2[2], z2[4]) x2(1, z2[5]) x2(1, z2[6])
yˆ2(1, z2[1]|x2[1]) yˆ2(1, z2[2]|x2[2]) yˆ2(m2[1], z2[3]|x2[3]) yˆ2(m2[2], z2[4]|x2[4]) yˆ2(1, z2[5]|x2[5]) yˆ2(1, z2[6]|x2[6]) yˆ2(1, z2[7]|x2[7])
Error Probability Analysis: We bound the probability of
error in (10) as follows:
Pe =
∑
∅6=S⊆V−bi
∑
W⊆S
P
(
∃(sˆL1 , · · · , sˆLℓ) ∈
N
(1)
SW × · · · × N
(ℓ)
SW : (sˆL1 , · · · , sˆLℓ) satisfies (10)
)
(11)
where N (k)S,W is the following set:
N (k)S,W = {sLk : ∀t ∈ Sk and t
′ ∈ Wk, st 6= st,[b−k+1]
wt′ 6= wt′,[b−k+1] and sSC
k
= sSC
k
,[b−k+1], wWC
k
= wWC
k
,[b−k+1]}
where Sk = S ∩ Lk, Wk = W ∩ Lk, SCk = SC ∩ Lk and
WCk =W
C ∩ Lk.
The probability inside the summation (11) represents the
probability of error corresponding to incorrect decoding of
sS such that wS\W was decoded correctly. Denote this prob-
ability by Pe,S,W . We compute it in equation (12) shown
at the top of the next page, in which (a) follows, because
ℓ ≤ V and the codebook generation of any V consecutive
blocks are independent. Moreover, the codebook generation is
independent of source stream and the sources are i.i.d., so the
source sequences are generated independently in consecutive
blocks. (b) follows from the fact that xt(st) and yˆt(st|xt) were
drawn uniformly and independently from the sets Tnǫ (Xt) and
T
n
ǫ (Yˆt|xt), respectively.
Note that each (zt : t ∈ S) and (wt′ : t′ ∈ W) take
2n(I(Yt;Yˆt|Xt)+δ) and 2n(H(Ut′ )+δ) values, respectively. This
fact, (11) and (12) together imply that for reliable decoding,
for each (S,W) such that W ⊆ S, we must have:
X
t∈S
I(Yt; Yˆt|Xt) ≤
X
t∈S
H(XtYˆt)−
ℓ+1X
k=1
`
H(UWk |UWC
k
ULkUbi)
+H(XSk YˆSk−1 |XSC
k
YˆSC
k−1
XLk YˆLk−1YbiXbi )
´ (13)
Note that the RHS of (13) takes the minimum value for W =
S. Hence we proved the following lemma:
Lemma 2: The set of DMCS UA can reliably be multicast
over cooperative network to the subset B of nodes, if for each
bi ∈ B, there is an ordered partition C(bi) of V\{bi} such that
for each S ⊆ V−bi , the following constraint holds:
X
t∈S
H(XtYˆt)− I(Yt; Yˆt|Xt) ≥
ℓ+1X
k=1
`
H(USk |USC
k
ULkUbi)
+H(XSk YˆSk−1 |XSC
k
YˆSC
k−1
XLk YˆLk−1YbiXbi )
´ (14)
where random variables (xV , yV , yˆV) are distributed according
to (2).
Remark 6: If there is only one destination, one can use
offset encoding scheme [6], [7] which has less delay than
the proposed encoding scheme, to prove lemma 2. But in
general, since the ordered partitions corresponding to each
receiver for reliable decoding are different, it is not possible
to obtain a same offset encoding scheme for all destinations.
This makes clear why the encoding scheme does not transmit
any information in the first V − 1 blocks.
Remark 7: In the error analysis, we only compute the error
corresponding to block V + ℓ − 1 ≤ b ≤ V + B, for which
all ℓ consecutive blocks (b − ℓ + 1, · · · , b) contain sources’
information. However, it can be shown that the constraints are
obtained from error analysis of other blocks which correspond
to blocks that do not have information about the sources, is
dominated by (14).
B. Unified Sufficient Condition
In this subsection, we provide a set of sufficient conditions
that do not depend on a specified ordered partition. To do this,
we need the following lemma which was partially stated in [9]
as a result of geometrical properties of achievable rate regions
obtained from sequential decoding:
Lemma 3: Let FZ be the collection of all ordered partitions
of a set Z . For each C = [L1, · · · ,Lℓ] ∈ FZ , define
RC = {(R1, · · · , R|Z|) ∈ R
|Z| : ∀S ⊆ Z
RS ≥
ℓ+1∑
k=1
H(Y˜Sk−1X˜Sk |X˜SC
k
Y˜SC
k−1
X˜Lk Y˜Lk−1 Z˜)} (15)
then for any joint distribution p(x˜Z , y˜Z , z˜), the following
identity holds:⋃
C∈FZ
RC = {(R1, · · · , R|Z|) ∈ R
|Z| : ∀S ⊆ Z
RS ≥ H(Y˜SX˜S |X˜SC Y˜SC Z˜)} (16)
Proof: The proof is omitted due to the space limitation.
Now consider the RHS of (14). Since the random variables
(UA) and (XV , YˆV , YV) are independent, the RHS of (14)
can be expressed in the form of (15) with Z = V−bi ,
X˜t = (Xt, Ut), Y˜t = Yˆt and Z˜ = (Ybi , Xbi , Ubi). For each
v ∈ V , define Rv = H(XvYˆv)− I(Yv; Yˆv|Xv) and let
R(bi) = (R1, · · · , Rbi−1, Rbi+1, · · · , RV )
Lemma 2 states that UA can be multicast over the network,
if for each bi there exists C(bi) ∈ FV−bi such that R
(bi) ∈
R
C(bi)
. Applying lemma 3, we conclude that such C(bi) exists
iff :
∀bi ∈ B, S ⊆ V−bi :
R
(bi)
S ≥H(YˆSXS |XSC YˆSCYbiXbi) +H(US |USCUbi) (17)
Pe,S,W
(a)
=
∑
(sˆL1
,··· ,sˆLℓ
)
∈N
(1)
SW
×···×N
(ℓ)
SW
ℓ+1∏
k=1
[
P
(
(xLk(sˆLk), yˆLk−1(sˆLk−1 |xLk−1,[b−k+1]),xLk,[b−k+1], yˆLk−1,[b−k+1],ybi,[b−k+1],xbi,[b−k+1]) ∈ T
n
ǫ
)
× P
(
(uLk(wˆLk),uLk(wLk,[b−k+1]),ubi,[b−k+1]) ∈ T
n
ǫ
)]
(b)
=
ℓ∏
p=1
|N
(p)
SW |
ℓ+1∏
k=1
( |Tnǫ (XSk , YˆSk−1 |xSC
k
, yˆSC
k−1
,xLk , yˆLk−1 ,ybi ,xbi)|∏
t∈Sk
|Tnǫ (Xt)|
∏
t′∈Sk−1
|Tnǫ (Yˆt′ |xt′)|
×
|Tnǫ (UWk |uWC
k
uLkubi)|∏
t∈Wk
|Tnǫ (Ut)|
) (12)
Note that we can write (17) in the following form which
will be used in the subsection IV-C to complete the proof
of Theorem 1:
∀S ⊆ A\{bi} :
H(US |UA\S ) ≤ min
W⊇S
bi∈W
C
R
(bi)
W −H(YˆWXW |XWC YˆWC\{bi}Ybi)
∀S ⊆ AC\{bi} :R
(bi)
S −H(YˆSXS |XSC YˆSC\{bi}Ybi) ≥ 0 (18)
C. Final Result
This subsection claims that for each bi, we can reduce the
constraints of (18) to the first term of it. We prove this by
induction on |V−bi |. If |V−bi | = 1, there is nothing to prove.
Now suppose the induction assumption is true for all k <
|V−bi |. For each Z ⊆ V which contains bi and each S ⊆
Z\{bi}, let
h
(bi)
Z (S) = R
(bi)
S −H(YˆSXS |XZ\SYˆZ\(S∪{bi})Ybi)
Assume there is a subset T of AC\{bi} such that h(bi)V (T ) <
0. For each W ⊆ V−bi observe that,
h
(bi)
V (W ∪ T ) = h
(bi)
V (T ) +R
(bi)
W\T−
H(YˆWXW |XWC\T YˆWC\(T ∪{bi})Ybi)
< R
(bi)
W\T −H(YˆWXW |XWC\T YˆWC\(T ∪{bi})Ybi)
≤ R(bi)W −H(YˆWXW |XWC YˆWC\{bi}Ybi)
= h
(bi)
V (W) (19)
Using (19), the first term of (18) can be simplified as follows:
H(US |UA\S) ≤ min
V⊃W⊇S:
bi∈W
C
h
(bi)
V (W)
(a)
= min
V⊃W⊇S:
bi∈W
C
h
(bi)
V (W ∪ T )
(b)
≤ min
V⊃W⊇S:
bi∈W
C
h
(bi)
V\T (W\T )
= min
V\T⊃W⊇S:
bi∈W
C
h
(bi)
V\T (W) (20)
where (a) follows from (19), because S ⊂ W ∪T and bi /∈ T
and (b) follows from the first inequality in (19).
Now by induction assumption, the last term of (20) corre-
sponds to the feasibility constraints of reliable transmission of
UA to node bi over cooperative network with the set of nodes
V\T . Hence UA can reliably be transmitted to node bi over
original network. This proves our claim. Now it is easy to
see that the first term of (18) is equivalent to (1), that proves
Theorem 1.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper obtained sufficient conditions for multicasting
a set of correlated sources over a cooperative network. The
sufficient conditions resulted in an operational separation
between source and channel coding. It was shown that these
sufficient conditions are also necessary for the Aref network.
As a special case, an achievable rate region for cooperative
network was derived and the result was specified to the relay
network and two-way relay network. Moreover, it was partially
shown that these achievable rate regions subsume some recent
achievable rate regions which were derived using Wyner-Ziv
coding.
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